Feeding the cats at 83 Rhos Hendre
1. There are 2 (two) cats
Chris: male, black, stupid
Katy: female, tabby, very stupid, personality deficiency
2. Food and drink have been provided – there is a plan to help you:
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Key: i/e = ingress/egress, fdd = food/drink dispenser, fs = food supply, ws = water supply, b = bins

Figure 1: Schematic of feeding zone (not to scale).

3. Food comes in 2 (two) varieties: dry (more palatable to homo sapien) and damp (more palatable to
cats). Sparingly, you might dispense some damp food – this provokes ultra-affection.
4. ‘Feeding’ is a generic term that includes output handling. Output often occurs in the zone marked
Space for shit on the plan.
Cursory inspection of the shit collector will tell you quickly how they are getting on (sometimes, their
accuracy is not all it might be). There are 2 (two) shit collectors: When you detect the collector on
the floor to be appreciably better loaded than the one on the shelf, interchange them. You can iterate
this procedure ad nauseam1 .
5. Warm weather only. If the cats are Outside (see Figure 1) and the weather is clement, they
may remain there. It is probable that they will need to come Inside (see Figure 1) to feed – their
understanding of doors is not good and they may need assistance.
6. In emergency, howsoever defined, telephone +44 7720 444055 and ask for Hannah.
7. This task is remunerated with 1 (one) reward: details on application.
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1 Advanced feeders might engage with the Cat Shitter supply; this requires an understanding of the bins (Outside on the
plan).
During times of tempest, the bins may be in the garage, the key to which is on the shelf beside the interface between Outside
and the Space for shit

